Abstract
Introduction
The sophistication, availability, and ease of use of advanced image editing software coupled with increasingly more powerful multi-core processors available already in mobile imaging devices mean that digital content is nowadays easy to alter even for casual users of technology. Digital image forensics aims to reestablish trust in digital content by designing techniques capable of identifying regions in images that have undergone an alteration [3] . Early methods to accurately localize tampered regions were based on a pre-embedded fragile watermark [4, 13, 15, 17, 20] . Watermarking, however, is unlikely to be widely applicable for forensic applications for a number of reasons. Most images are not protected by a watermark, the watermark inevitably degrades image quality, and watermarking millions of images is expensive. Lukas et al. [16] showed that digital images contain a "natural" watermark, an intrinsic global signal introduced by the imaging sensor known as "fixed pattern noise" or "camera fingerprint" with its major component, the photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU) noise. The lack of the camera fingerprint in a region indicates that it has been manipulated [7, 8, 5] . Testing for the presence of a camera fingerprint requires, just as it is the case with fragile watermarks, access to (an estimate of) the actual fingerprint. This can be problematic in practical situations, especially when images of unknown provenance ought to be analyzed in large scale. Testing for the presence and consistency of other intrinsic signals or patterns that are naturally present in digital images can mitigate this sometimes limiting constraint. Color filter array artifacts [11] , the desynchronization of color channels due to optical defects [18, 21] , (inconsistencies in) general noise properties [10] , or JPEG compression artifacts [2, 1] can be analyzed without the need for a camera-specific reference signal, for instance.
In the same general context, the method described in this paper makes use of a subtle signal intrinsically present in digital images, the so-called linear pattern. Cameras leave the linear pattern (LP) in images during sensor signal readout, color interpolation, and subsequent compression. While it has been previously discussed as a nuisance signal in the framework of camera identification [6] (where its removal is instrumental to control false alarms), we revisit the characteristic linear pattern here for manipulation localization from a single image without access to the camera that took the host image or other images taken by that camera.
We wish to point out that since no single digital forensic method will work universally, the only hope to achieve a reliable automated manipulation detection will require fusing the outputs of many forensic tools based on di erent assumptions [12] . The technique proposed in this paper is thus another tool to be added to the "forensic toolbox". Because regions falsely detected as manipulated can render a method unreliable and di cult to use, we pay close attention to control the false-alarm rate of our algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce notation and define the concept of a linear pattern for color and grayscale images while pointing out some of its properties. The forgery detection method itself is described in the third section with a few illustrative examples of forgery localization. Numerous experiments are presented in the fourth section also dealing with the important issue of controlling the false alarms and identifying when the proposed method is not applicable. The paper is closed in the final fifth section, where we also discuss possible future directions.
where F is a denoising filter applied to each color channel. In this work, we use the Wavelet-based Daubechies 8-tap denoising method described in [19] . More on the choice of the filter appears below. Without changing notation, we assume that the mean
Linear pattern
The linear pattern of image I is formed by three m ◊ n matrices L (k) ,
where r (k) i and c
are the averages of the ith row and jth
Notice that the row and column averages of L are the same as row and column averages of W. This definition is consistent with the linear pattern first recognized in [6] as L = W ≠ Z(W), where Z(W) is the residual W after "zero-meaning", i.e., making sure that its LP is all zeros. In this definition, signal L depends on our choice of the filter F . The main purpose of the filter is to separate the content from noise including the Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN) and random noise while keeping the LP in the noise residual W. For simplicity, the rest of this section refers to grayscale images, for which we drop the index k. The generalization to color images is straightforward by working with each color channel as a grayscale image. As the two vectors, r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , rm) and c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , cn) fully define the linear pattern L, the ordered pair (r, c) is a one-dimensional representation of the LP.
Energy and normalized energy
We define the energy of the LP (in one color channel or a grayscale image) as a pair of quantities, 
where r i , and c j are now computed from the residual normalized to unit variance. 
Properties, examples
A linear pattern is introduced into the image during its acquisition (signal processing), demosaicking, and then is "shaped" by subsequent processing and JPEG compression. It typically exhibits strong periodicities that depend on the imaging sensor and the processing pipeline (see examples in Figure 2 ). Unlike PRNU, linear patterns found in images from di erent cameras may or may not be correlated. The LP is particularly useful for detecting forgeries if at least one component of e(L) is larger than 1. Certain image manipulations, such as rotation, tend to decrease the LP energy towards or even below (1, 1), see Figure 1 , which is a sign of losing the original LP. This opens up the possibility to detect manipulated regions in images by their lack of the original LP. 
Linear pattern (close-ups of size 100 ◊ 150) and its periodic structure with periodicity a) two-pixel column-wise and row-wise (test image

Towards localized manipulation detection
The idea of using the LP for detection of localized image manipulation is simple. If a region in an image has been processed strongly or replaced with content from another image with di erent pedigree, it is likely that the LP of this region will be incompatible with the LP from the rest of the host image. Let (r, c) now represent the LP B ≠ Z(B) of a square block B µ W of size w ◊ w. Evaluating the similarity of this block L in a sliding window B with the LP estimated from the rest of the image should reveal the modified areas. However, establishing the presence of a modified LP within the image is challenging for the following reasons:
1. The original LP is not fully known once a part of the image is modified. 2. LP is a weak signal in comparison with the image content and random noise present in images. Its energy is comparable to the energy of the PRNU. 3. LP is not always homogeneous throughout the image also because of the denoising filter performing not as well in textured or noisy regions. 4. Subsequent JPEG compression and processing can suppress or modify the LP.
Attempts to evaluate the similarity of the LP in a block-wise fashion by correlating the LP in blocks B with the LP averaged over all such blocks resulted in a high false detection or very low overall positive detection. For this reason, we consider a transformed representation, the sample-based power spectral density (PSD) to capture the spectral properties of the LP. The transform is implemented as the Discrete Fourier Transform of circular cross-correlations y(r) and y(c) of r and c,
and will be denoted as s(r) and s(c),
The pair s (u) = (|s(r)|, |s(c)|) will be called block signature, u being the block index and |s| denotes the absolute value applied to each element of s. Vectors s(r) and s(c) are invariant to circular shifts of r and c. Therefore, the PSD of a windowed periodic signal (with the window size w equal to a multiple of the period length) does not change after the window is shifted. This property is crucial for estimating block signatures that one might more or less expect in every window of a pristine image. We refer to it as the expected signature, denoted by s oe R 2w , computed as the average over a suitable set of K image blocks, An example of a block signature and the expected signature is shown in Figure 4 . The test image is the image (c) from Figure 2 , the window size w = 200 and the block index u = 1000. Notice the pronounced two-pixel period in r that manifests itself as the peak at f = 200/2 and a three-pixel period as peaks at f = 200/3 and f = 400/3. The similarity between a block signature and the expected signature s is the basis for a two-dimensional output mask that reveals manipulated areas as dark (closer to zero rather than to 1), under the assumption that the manipulation is small compared to the image size. The output mask is of the same dimensions as the analyzed image. We take the standard correlation coe cient fl as a similarity measure, defined for two vectors a, b of equal length w as
where the bar denotes the sample mean, È·, ·Í denotes the dot product and Î·Î the Euclidian norm. Before presenting the entire method in detailed steps, we wish to point out a problem that most forgery detection methods must face -the color saturation problem. We say that the pixel is saturated in an 8-bit grayscale image if its value is either 255 (white), 0 (black), or equal to the maximum or minimum value within the image, and one of its four neighboring pixels has the same value. The pixel in a color image is said to be saturated if it is saturated in at least two color channels. Saturation in an entire block makes the LP of that block equal to zero (or very close to zero). Such blocks need to be excluded from calculations. A larger portion of saturated pixels in a block means that the obtained signature will likely di er more strongly from the expected signature. Since a small correlation between signatures can be interpreted as a forged region, we prefer to adjust the correlation for partially saturated blocks towards 1 proportionally to the ratio Â of saturated pixels in the block.
Description of the method
First, assume that I is a representation of a grayscale image. The proposed method is described in steps in Algorithm 1.
Notice that the output mask is conveniently bounded, 0 AE H ij AE 1. The last step, adjusting the output mask, is equivalent to adjusting the detection threshold T (introduced later in the experimental section) by multiplying it with max i,j H ij . The threshold t for issuing the warning may be set to t = 3 based on observing Figure 11 , where we found that the detection ability is mostly lost when max(e 1 (L), e 2 (L)) < 3. We settled on the following choice of the parameters in experiments: w = 200, the blocks overlap by 200 ≠ 32 = 168 pixels, which determines the number of blocks M ◊ N .
We also tested a "color version" of the algorithm implementation that requires executing Steps 1 to 4 separately for each color channel and concatenating the resulting 6 PSDs in a modified Step 6 to obtain block signatures 
are linear patterns in R, G, B channels, respectively. The resulting block signature is now of length 6w. However, the detection performance of this (slower) version of the algorithm is not better than converting the inspected image to grayscale and running Algorithm 1. Moreover, in this "color version" the resulting output mask cannot reveal in which color channel the forgery occurred if not in all three. 
Illustrative example
that the algorithm is not detecting the modification due to other e ects, such as harsh discontinuities in luminance, edges, or colors. If the source of the replacement part is taken from a di erent image the detection should typically have a better chance of success because the LP tends to di er more. Depending on the periodicity of the LP, a simple copy-paste forgery may be detected. However, when the LP of the modified region matches the original LP in terms of phase, the algorithm detects only the boundary of the pasted area ( Figure 5(a) ). Manipulations, such as rotation or scaling of the pasted area, result in a positive detection that shows up as a dark solid region in the output mask (cases (b-d) in Figure 5 ).
Experiments
In this section, we present examples of positive detection on test images from the FAU dataset and assess the robustness of the method to JPEG compression. The results quantified by an output mask metric are presented on a larger database of forgeries.
Positive localization
Fourty eight realistic forgery examples are included in the FAU dataset. In each, a few versions of the same forgery with di erent processing applied to the pasted region is provided, including noise addition, rotation by a set of small angles, upsampling and downsampling by a few percent. The parameters of the added noise were not specified. The ground truth for forgeries in FAU dataset was prepared for testing common copy-paste detection methods that search for copied objects within one image [9] . Such methods cannot tell which of the two or more similar objects are at their original location and which are pasted and replaced original content. Therefore, both occurences are marked as forged in the ground-truth binary image provided at https://www5.cs.fau.de/research/ data/image-manipulation/. On the other hand, the proposed LP-based method only identifies the forged area. For this reason, we opted not to compute a formal detection score for this dataset and only show selected insightful examples ( Figures 6,7 , and 8).
JPEG compressed forgery
The previous examples did not involve JPEG compression that may likely be applied when saving the forged image. Unfortunately, such compression can suppress the LP needed for the proposed method to work well. The performance naturally degrades with decreasing JPEG quality factor. Typically JPEG compression with quality factor 95 or lower prevents the proposed method from working. Even compression with quality factor 100 may cause missed detection, depending on the detection threshold T for the output mask. A typical example of the e ect of JPEG compression is presented in Figure 8 .
NIMBLE Challenge
NIMBLE Challenge is a platform for testing and evaluating systems for image forgery detection organized by NIST. 
Evaluating the manipulation localization performance of the proposed method requires setting a detection threshold that converts the grayscale output mask to a binary mask. We fixed this threshold for all tests at T = 0.5. The accuracy of localization is evaluated with the Matthews Correlation Coe cient (MCC):
where T P is the true positive area, T N is the true negative area, F P is the false positive area, and F N is the false negative area, all computed by comparing the output binary mask to the ground truth mask. If MCC = 1, there is perfect correlation between the ground truth and the algorithm output mask. If MCC = 0, there is no correlation. If MCC = ≠1, there is perfect anti-correlation. Negative score means that we switched the original content for manipulated and vice versa. In fact, if two images are spliced together, there is an inevitable ambiguity in what is original and what is not. Therefore, we decided to compute the absolute score |MCC| in order to make sense of the score averaged over the whole set of test images. The proposed Algorithm 1 performs reasonably well with varying accuracy for about a quarter of the NC2016-HQ test set. Figure 9 depicts the distribution of the absolute scores. The mean absolute MCC score was 0.1894 for the grayscale and 0.1843 for the color version of the algorithm, respectively. The mean MCC of the best 70 images out of the 282 was 0.5640.
We wish to point out that some of the scores would be higher if the ground truth binary map at the input of our detection evaluation was always correct. In some cases, this binary map is (perhaps mistakenly) shifted by a not negligible number of pixels. For an ease of future comparison, all MCC scores reported in this work are based on the ground truth provided by NIST despite its occasional incorrectness.
One example of a successful forgery localization is shown in Figure 10 . Note that parts of the forged area that are saturated blacks would go undetected. The output mask would show them as pure white, the same way as saturation at the white end of the gray scale would be shown. Luckily, near-black colors in this forged image contain small amount of noise and thus do not qualify as saturated.
False alarm control
Achieving a low rate of falsely identified areas as tampered is crucial for an automatized detector of image forgery. The first measure to keep F P s low is to check if the image under inspection satisfies the assumptions required by the detection method. For an LP-based method, the linear pattern present in the original parts of the image must not be "overwhelmed" by excessive noise or JPEG quantization. JPEG images compressed with quality factor lower than 95 in most cases resulted in a missed detection. To keep error rates low, we suggest to reject JPEG images compressed below 95% quality before testing. More research is needed to quantify the role of the quantization table and particular DCT frequencies in order to gather statistical data about the error rates for images compressed with non-standard quantization tables. We hypothesize that high-frequency DCT coe cients are important for preserving the LP during compression. While JPEG compression may lead to missed detection, it did not increase the F P rate in the following test with all 48 images from the FAU dataset. Each copy-move forgery, without any rotation, scaling, or other processing of the pasted region, was compressed with the standard quality factor q = 100, 90, 80, . . . , 20 resulting in 9 ◊ 48 = 432 test images. The false positive ratio in the output masks averaged over this set of 438 tests at fixed theshold T = 0.5 was F P = 0.0114. On the other hand, on images from the NC2016-HQ test set used above, we found F P = 0.0405.
It is also important to consider the image dimensions when interpreting the output of the proposed method. Larger images enable a better estimation of the expected signature s. Both the image height and width should be at least several times larger than the window size w. Our experiments with w < 200 gave an increased F P rate.
Computing the normalized energy e(L) of the image's LP can be an early indication of whether the detection method is applicable. Experimental evidence in Figure 11 suggests that a low total energy of the LP impedes the proposed method. The plot shows a sharp performance drop (in terms of the absolute MCC score) for images with max (e 1 (L), e 2 (L)) < 3. Note that the assumption of a sufficiently strong LP is emphasized in Step 2 of Algorithm 1.
Probably the most challenging limitation comes from images with certain textures or a high level of noise, such as when a grainy texture is mistaken by the denoising filter F for noise or when the image is taken at a high ISO. One example is shown in Figure 12 . How to eliminate this type of false alarm remains an open problem. If the information about high ISO is available (for example from the EXIF header), then the test can be rejected in advance.
The very last type of failure is due to lens distortion (LD) correction. This geometric distortion prevents Algorithm 1 from working correctly because the LP remains only in the optical center of the image, the area lest distorted by the lens. Thus, the distortion would have to be removed prior to applying the algorithm. We consider this problem as a future direction that can be addressed by identifying images corrected for LD to prevent increasing the FP rate. If the optical center was in the geometrical center of the image, then the LD correction can possibly be inverted [14] .
Conclusions
The linear pattern as an intrinsic signal present in most digital images has been overlooked for applications in digital forensics. In this paper, we proposed using the LP for detection and, mainly, for localization of image splicing type of forgeries. The method can detect and localize image splicing and certain copy-move forgeries by checking the integrity of the power spectral density of the LP computed on sliding blocks. Unlike most other methods that are based on detecting signs of processing associated with the forgery operation, this LP-based method works with a signal that had been present in the original image and uses it as a type of "natural watermark". The method has its shortcomings as it is limited to uncompressed and high quality JPEG images at high resolution. Occasionally, certain textures may make the locally extracted LP di er from the rest of the image, which can introduce false alarms. As a future direction, characterization of such textures and a proper adjustment of he proposed algorithm may resolve this issue.
Further research is also needed to investigate the exact genesis of the LP, how it is a ected by various processing, and its relationship to other entities proposed for forensic applications. Since color filter array interpolation (and possibly other type of resampling) contribute to the energy of the LP, there likely exists a relationship between the proposed method and methods that use interpolation artifacts. Another related forensic entity are "JPEG dimples" [1] , which are dots separated by 8 pixels due to one-sided quantization in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) used for JPEG compression. The dimples contribute to a strong(er) period 8 in LPs from cameras that exhibit them. 3 
